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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions in one or two sentences. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. Define rigidity modulus.

2. State the theorem of parallel axes.

3. What is meant by force of cohesion?

4 What is the moment of inertia of a circular disc about an axis through its center
and perpendicular to its plane?

5. Define simple harmonic motion.

6. What is viscous force?

7. What are the two forces thal govern the shape of a liquid drop?

8. Define the intensity of a wave.

P.T.O.



s. What is a beam?

'lo. Give the general equalion for wave motion.

(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions, not exceeding a paragraph. Each question carries
2 marks.

11 Derive the expression for excess pressure inside a spherical drop.

12. What are I shaped girders used in the construction of bridges and railway tracks?

13. lf the frequency of a simple harmonic osciliator is doubled, what will be the
change in its total energy?

14 Explain why small liqurd drops are spherical in shape.

15. Differentiate between angle o{ twist and angle of shear.

16. The small space between two paraliel plates is filled with water. Why is it easier
to separate the plates by sliding one over the other than by a direct pull?

17. Explain the variation of viscosity with temperature.

18. Show that potential energy per unit volume of stretched wire is U = 1/2(stress) x
(skain ).

19. What is the relationship between the kinetic energy of a rotating body and its
angular velocity?

20. Why is a cantilever of uniform cross section more likely to break near its fixed
end?

21 Write down the theory behind Ostwald's viscometer.

22. Stale two differences between translatory motion and rotatory motion.

23. What is elastic atter effect?
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24. What is radius of gyration?

25. Define : (i) neutral axis (ii) bending moment of a beam.

26. Explain the physical significance of moment of inertia.

(8x2=15Marks)
SECTION C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

27. A citculat disc of radius 0.1 m and mass 1 kg is rotating at a the rate of
10 revolutions per second about an axis at right angles to its plane arid passing
through its centre. Calculate the moment of inertia of the disc.

28. Two plane pieces of glass have water between ihem which is circular and of
diameter 12cm. lf the glass plates 0.6mm apart, what force perpendicular to the
plates will be needed to separate them? (surface tension of water = 0.072 N/m)

29. Calculate the volume of water flowing in 10 minutes through a tube ol 0.1 cm
diameter, 40 cm long, if there is a constant pressure of 1.96 x 103N/m2.
(Coefficient of viscosity of water = 0.89 x 10 3 Nsm-2)

30. Plane harmonic waves of .frequency 500 Hz are produced in air wth
displacement amplitude ol^10 ' m. Frnd the energy density and energy flux rn the
wave. (Density =1.29 kg/m',velocity = 340 m/s)

31. A bar of length 60 cm, b[eadth 3cm and thickness 4 mm is used as a canlilever.
When a load of 0.25 kg is attached to the rree end the depression at the free is
1 cm .Calculate the Young's lvlodulus of the material.

A wire 2 m long and 10-3 m diameter is fixed at one end. Find the couple required
.lo twist the other end through 90'. (Rigidity modulus = 2.8 x 1010 N/m2)

What is the radius of one large spherical drop formed when 1000 droplets of
water each 104 cm in diameter coalesce?

The equation of a simple harmonic oscillator is given by d2ldt2 + '144x = O Find
the time period and frequency of oscillation.

34.
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35. What is the excess pressure of air in a spherical soap bubble of diameter
0.1 metre? (Surface Tension = 0.04 N/m)

36. What is the percentage increase in the time period of a simple pendulum, if its
length is'increased by 44olo?

37. Consider a disc of mass 0.1 kg and radius 5 cm. Calculate the radius of gyration
of this disc about an axis passing through its centre of gravity and perpendicular
to its plane.

38. What is the wavelength ot longitudinal waves of frequency 400 Hz in an alloy
whose density is 55oo kg/m3and Young's Modulus 8.8 ,. 1010 N/mz?

SECTION - D
(6x4=24Marks)

Answer any two questions. Each quesl,on carries 15 marks.

39. Write down the expression fo[ a plane. progressive rvave explaining ils symbols.
. Oerive the expression for the velocity of transverse waves in a stretched string.

40. What is a rigid body? Derive the expression for the moment of inertia of a solid
sphere.

41. Derive an expression for the depression produced at the free end of cantilever
loaded at its free end.

42. What is a flywheel? Explain in detail the theory and experiment for the
determination of moment of inertia of flywheel.

43. What is coefficient of viscosity? Derive Poiseulle's formula for the rate of flow of a
liquid through a capillary tube.

44. Define surface tension and angle of contact Explain how the surface tension of a
Iiquid determined by measuring excess pressure?

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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SECTION _ A

Answer all questions. Each question carries 1 mark.

1. What is the meaning of Statistics?

2. What are the limitations of Statistics?

3. Define a schedule.

4. What are cartograms?

5. What is tabulation?

6. what percentage of observations is between first and sixth decite?

7. Give the relation between range and S.D.

8. Name a positional average.

P.T.O.



9. Define raw moments of a distribution.

10. Kurtosis is adjudged around which measure of central tendency?

(10x1=10Marks)
SECTION _ B

Answer any eight questions. Each question carries 2 marks.

'l 1. What are the misuses of Statistics?

12. Define primary data and secondary data.

13. What is a cumulative frequency table?

' '14. D.aw a frcquency polygon for the following data and hence find the mode :

Marks obtained : <10 <20 <30 <40 <50

No. ofstudents: 2 .4 g 7 3

'15. Distinguish between quantitative data and qualitative data.

16. Find the weighted A.M. of 2, 5, Iand'l'1 with weights 8, 7, 3 and 2.

17. Calculate the G.M of 3, 6,24 and 48.

18. lf the variance of n consecutive natural numbers is 14, what is the value of n?

19. What is the relation between mean, fnedian and mode for a moderately skewed
distribution?

20. What are the demerits of mode?

2l. Give the formula for the lh percentile.

22. Give the relationships between O.D, M.D and S.D.

23. Fot a symmetric distribution, how can one determine the upper and lower quartile
with the help of Q.D and the median?

24. What is coefficient of variation? What is the implication of a large value of it?
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25. What is the purpose of measuring averages, measures of dispersion, skewness. and Kurtosis?

26. What do you mean by skewness?

(8x2=16Marks)
SECTION _ C

Answer any six questions. Each question carries 4 marks.

27. What are the important methods of collecting a primary data?

28. What are lhe precautions to be taken in using a secondary data?

29. Define classificatioh of data. What are the different types of classification?

and limitations of an average?30. What are the advantages

31. Find the H.M. of t. 1. 1 and ]. What are its uses??3 4

32. lf q is the G.M of n1 observations and G, is the G.M of n, observations then find i

the G.M of the pooled set of (r1 + n,) observations.

33. What are the requisites of a good measure of dispersion?

34. Differentiate between absolute and relative measures of dispersion.

35. Establish the relation between raw moments and central moments.

36. lf the mean of a distribution, is 15 and variance is 25, with the coefticient of
skewness 4 = 1, find the third raw moment.

37. Why Sheppard's conection is needed for the moments of grouped data. Give the
Sheppard's correction for the first 4 central moments.

38. Discuss positive skewness of a distribution based on its characteristics.

(6x4=24Marks)
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SECTION - D

Answer any two questions. Each question carries 15 marks.

39. (a) Discuss the important graphical representations of a data?

(b) The following data gives the age of a group of people. Draw the Histogram
and hence find the median of the distribution.

Class interval l 0 - 10 10 -20 20-30 30-40 40-50
Frequency: 20 36 24 12

40. (a) Find the missing values from the following information :

Group I Group ll Group lll Combined
Number 50 ? 90 200
S,D, 6 7 2 7.746
Mean 113 ? '115 116

(b) Show that sum of deviations of observations from the mean is zero.

41. Find the mean and S.D from the followino freouencv distributiomean ano u.u Trom Ine Toflowtng trequency dtstflbution :

Heights in inches: 59-61 61 -63 63-65 65-67 67-69
No. of students : 4 30 45 '15 6

42. (a) Show that M.D is mlnimum when taken from the median.

(b) Calculate the mean deviation from the median of the following data.

43. (a) What are the important relative measures of dispersion?
(b) Find the Quartile deviation and the coefficient of Q.D from the data.

Wages : 10-15 15 -20 20-25 25-30 30-35
No. ofworkers : 6 12 '18 10 4

44. Compute the first four moments about mean (central moments) for the following
data and compute the coefficients of skewness and kurtosis :

Classes: 10-12 't2 - 14 14-16 16-18 18-20 20-22 22-24
Frequency: 1 7 20 12 4 3

' (2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

x' 10 11 12 13 14 Total
Frequency 3 12 12 3 48
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l. Answer all questions, each in a word or a sentence.

1. Who opined "Our planet is not balanced.... Too much turmoil.... Too much
suffering"? |

2. Mention the countries where a distinct bias of'boy preference'can be found.

3. What was the only human rights intervention made by the League of Nations?

4. Define Dopamine.

5. What was the key concept that led to the development of the modern computer?

6. Who is the author of Arcient lndian Social History: Some lnterpretations?

7., What great clairvoyance did.American Dialect Society show in 2010?

8. Why is it difficult for the policy makers to frame a pan lndia geriatric care?

9. What will be the future of new.fascism?

10. Why do we say that human dignity and human rights are inalienable?

(i0x1=10Marks)
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ll.. Answer any eight questions, each in a short paragraph not exceeding 50 words.

11. What is corporate globalism?

12. Mention the scheme implemented by the Haryana Governmenl to curb drug
abuse.

13. What led to the need for having international instruments to protect human
rights?

'14. How does changing family structure jeopardize social and economic security of
elderly people?

15. What helps to resolve New Year resolutions, according to Khyrunnisa?

16. How did Thapar prove 'the observance of law is strengthened when people
understand its purpose'?

17. Why are elderly women in rural areas mire vulnerable?

18. What is the pertinent question the Turing test has raised?

19. What caused steep fall in the fertility rate in Bangladesh?

20. I\,lention the initial attempts made at writing down the human rights in the form of
a document.

21. Why did plague trighten the beautiful people?

22. A computerjunkie, whal are the-physical ailments the author suffered?

23. What was the meaning of the term secular when it was first introduced?

24. How is a UTM different from a speciflc Turing machine?

25. How does dopamine in drugs affect brains?

26. What is natality discrimination?

(8x2=16Marks)
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lll Answer any six, each in a paragraph not exceeding 100 words.

27 . Privalization dominates our times. Comment.

28. What are the rights mentioned in the Universal Declaration of Human Rights?

29. How has women's lileracy accounted for the sharp reduction of child bearing?

30. What are the do's and don'ts suggested to the author to avoid computer related
health i:roblems?

31. The ageing population is both a medical and sociological problem. How?

32. Mention the international treaties that tried to uphold human rights.

33. How is education important in developing independent thinking?

34. Narrate the smart phone experiences ofKhyrunnisa's husband-

35. What data does the 2011 census provide on gender inequality?

36. Describe Searle's objection to Strong Al.

37. Comment on the relationship between religion and state.

38. What are the necessary actions to be adopted to address gender inequality?

(6x4=24Marks)

lV- Answer any two, each in aboul two to three pages.

39. How far does "lndia's Women: The Mixed Truth" discuss the varied facts of
gender inequality?

40. Sainath in "The Globalisation of lnequality" writes about the rising inequality
across the globe. Elaborate.

4'1. Give an account on the fatal effects of drug abuse and the.initiatives adopted to
prevent it based on the essay you have studied.
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42

43.

44.

"Living in the Planet of the Apps" examines how human beings have become
addicted to computers and smartphones. Justifl/.

Explain Leah Levin's views on human rights and the formulation of a written body
of human rights.

Write an essay on Thapar's views on the task of secularization in lndian society.

' (2 x'15 = 30 Marks)
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SECTION . I

Answer all the questions.

I Find tim ]ll.
r+0 X

2. Suppose that F and g are continuous funclions such that f(1)=1 and

|ie[i(x)* eo(x)J= to, then fnd s(1).

Find the derivative ol y = ,,!7 * Z .

Find the intervals on which f(x) = x3 - 4x + 3 is decreasing.

Find the stationary points ofthe function f(x)- 13 -3x +2-'

3.

4.

P.T.O.



6.
cosx

t-tnd ttm _ .
,tL

Define Relative Minimum of a function.

Find the domain of the function f(x,y)=

Af
Find !: il f(x,Y)= e;n1xY1.

dy

'l 1. Find lim x -2

7.

L

o

xy

x -2

10. Write the local linear approximation ot a two variable function f (x,y) at (xo,yo) .

(10x1=10Marks)

SECTION - II

Answer any eight questions.

tJ.

14.

15.

16.

'17.

18.

"''- |Ji (a - x\x +z)

zbx - 4'l
Flnd lrm r- ' .

'-- 3x+5

Show that lx - 1l is continuous everywhere.

Find 
dI if x3 r 3xy . 15- 2x2 - v3.
dx

Evaluale /= | 
=:dx.' '11 e'"

Explain the flrst derivative lest for checkrng
(1 - tan x)Evahrate lrm

,-a coszx

Define the concavlty of a function.

a2,,
Find .Y-* t xr y3 =6.

extremum values of a function.

19.
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21.

23.

24.

25.

20. Show that the function f(x)=

Answer any six questions.

27. Evaluate:

(8x2=16Marks)

Find the level curves of a function f(x,y)- y2 a 4Uz .

Find 4 at (1. 1). if r(x.v) . xe'/ -1 
.

Ay

Find + at (1,"), ir r(x,y)= xcos(xy).
()x'

Lel t(x,y)=y2x+5x3, then flnd the slope of the surface z=f(x,y) atthe point
(- 1,t) in tne y-direction.

Lel t(x,Y)= x2st + x, find fr,, at (1 , 0).

SECTION - III

1
xer. - x *o 

is not differentiable at x =0.
1+ ex
0 x=0

za. tt r(x,y ) = ,[7+ y'z + z'z then find 4

.. ^[E.4r'(a) lll1r -;---;---rro 5+bx

(b) ti* JrI* g - ,'
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2s. Let f(x)=

-f x<-2
x +2
x2-5; -2<x<3.
,[ + 13; x>3

Find the following limits

29

31

32

34.

(a) 
,tErr(x)

(u) trq(x)

(c) jqlr(x)

Find the positions and natures of the stationary points of the function

r(x) -- zx3 * Bx2 - 36x + 2 .

Show that the function f(x)= fx3 +1 satisfy the hypothesis of the mean value
4

theorem over the interval [0, 2], and find all values of c in the interval (0, 2) at
which the tangent line to the graph of f is parallel to the secant line joining the
points (o,f(o)) ano (2, r(z)).

, '1
Evaluale linl(l - sin2 xpi .

rinaairr=('.-ttdx \x'+1)

Find the greatest and least values ot f(x)= Sx4 - 2x3 - 6x3 + 6x .. 1 in tO, 21.

ldentify the location of intercepts, relative extrema of the function y = x3 - 3x + 2 .

lxv
3s. r t(x,y)=1- ;;7V'tl- (o'o) 

,n"n show that f,(x,y) and !(x,r) exist at att

lo (, v)= (o,o)

points.
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36. (a) Oeflne local linear approximation L(x,y) ol f(x,y) at (xo,yol.

(b) Find L(x,y) at (3, 4) ot r(x,i= \[x\ y'? .

37. Suppose tnnt * =.,[x\y\r' , x=cosl,y=sine,,z=:rlne. Use chain rule to

7n6 !* a1 6="de4
38. Explain Second derivative test. Find the local extreme value of the function

t(x,Y)= YY - rz - Y2 -2x *2Y + 4.

(6x4=24Marks)
SECTION - IV

Answer any two questions.

3s. (a) Use impliclt differentiation to flnd the Folium of Descartes

x3 + y3 -- 3xy

Find an equation for the iangent line to ihe Folium of Descartes at

At what points in the first quadrant is the tangent line to the
Descartes horizontal.

Find x such that

(i) log.,o x = ',f 2

(ii) 5' = 7

(iii) ln (x + 1)- s.

(b) A space shuttle taking off generates a sound level of 150 dB near the
launch-pad. A person exposed to this level of sound would experience
severe physical injury. By comparison, a car horn al one meter has a sound
level of '110 dB, near the threshold of pain for many people. Whal is the ratio
of sound intensity of a space shuttle take off to lhat of a car horn?

(c) Prove that 1lr(*t = ldx'x

N-/u)/[i}

4rc,
dx

(b)

(c)

I

\2 2)

Folium of

40. (a)



41. (a) State mean value theorem Determine all the numbers c which satisfy the
conclusion of mean value theorem for the function f(x)= x3 +2x2 - x on

l-t.zl.

(b) Verifi Roll's theorem for the function f(x)=y2a2^-g int-a,21.

42. (a) Evaluate lim (cot x f/ros'
Y+O'

(b) carcurate rim [] 1 I

x-+0"1x sln x..l

1(c) Find lim h + sinxl;.

43. (a) (i) lf f(x,y) = xy + x2 - 4 frnd

. (ii) f(x + y,x - y) and

1iii1 \xv,3x'zf).

(b) ll f(x,y)= xy2 + cos(xy) then find all second order partial derivatives of
r(x, v)

(c) f(x,y,z)=2x2 +3y2 +322 then find f,,(x,y)+ ru$,v)"f-A,r) at (1, 1, 1).

44. (a) Find the point p(x, y, z) closest to origin on the piane 2x+y z =0.

(b) Find the greatest and smallest values of the function f(x,y)=;y 13L". on
.,2 .,2

"1116sg 
L*I_=1.' 8 

' ,2 x 15= 30 Marks)
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l. g*:r< qrar*d rflftfust

, 1 . 'ci r+i d .6d i' 6drn + ts€ +{ i?

2. gd enn'iGnS * qt al sTrql?

3. tfrq 3+{ ffis GFq} qrssR"Ici,r6{ i{A?

4. dft-{ 6rff {drfl + rsfudr +{ i?

s. elcffirfl arcfr# 6 
"rr.r+sr 

dr .nc fl i z

o. 'rqrg€rrr'frFtffiFfti?

z. are ffinr*t.TnAl3{rcr qr?

8. cgk*rff{H+tarcqIt?

9. cgfu+r *qls 6rarcffi t?

10. 3Trfusst{l?

(10x1=l0Marks)
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ll. tr;d srrd wi t Tfl 60-d 50 {r<l { fufust

11. Ed qcn ff lqifr? irdni f gi?

12. g<{$+ *rr qfr<rt} qrg +iisr0?

13. ffi{ fitd * qf{1cr rfi$ 
=rkqr

14. @t ff Era ffnfu q< r+nrffiqr

15. B + trfl i qeE qqi trd?

16. qi i erc{q * i-c d qe0 sq sni rel +t sql +s frqr?

17. srq{< + +e dt d 6re srdr?

18. 6rdff qi€{yr+ c{dAc{qRr.qaiiSt?

19. Efr$ {qrc +frsa] rfienrqld<r?

20. scryrqli f6r-ff,r qrfrfu{ funiiic{ 3rr* yFflr M?
21. i-q6e srqrq d fu{q ff T&-fir Rr i?

22. T*{ sdr6rsk{ }'sr t?

23. *qr{€ 3rqrq d q,rdd 6 r1fu*r wr t?

24. qCfudr frl Tmffre) qr srred ofr{ G-{qff wr cfrfr<rgtt

25. s€d rnd fll Tfi +r+ qroff ri ?

26. srtqr eridqtct?

lll. ffiBr ywl+rt{q1t{ l2o {rd I fdfusl

27. r-&{ + sft cgfufl er sldriq }$ ln?

28. lE-{cff qn:rn friqartft&ql

(8x2=16Marks)
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29. srdn 3{tI ci ; ffi c{ M ft{fuql

30. eficq qt +e i€B } fr+q 61 3rfi1'" si,r Ar+ qc rmr

31. (d qFF * ri{6q epii 6r s"h fffuq r

32. 'qi nir$ i €fr e' rsr* ;i qi 6r qdi *m r

33. +ft-{ srff Ttrffsr qrq frfuql

ge. 6{€ *{6fr{rff ffi c{1iq'ff tifusr

35. nqqrd ff ftr qrdl q{ s{f, TRrg S3Tr?

36. Edil66r{ I 3rfuqmfre q,tur}sqc{{2q,ft liiqsr

37. wqsis{ ysri 6r qrRfu+qft-qqtRt

38. rtvrorvgr gq{*{rlid} qr?

(6x4=24Marks)

lV. G6-.rT a rri + ril +rts zso {rd d fufusr

39. 'rirdr{d' rc-qq ff +erdq fufuqr

40.'{Runrrd' 6-drff +r sRi{rftfust

4 1. +qr{d srqrs ;i 3Trtrfl s*r fuqq ff rLft {r cr [6r{r Brfilq r

42.'rdrq' 66rff d 3{fuqm <fuc *rcr c{ rsm srftsr

43. r*ft 6drff d RFdqcsr3ii c{v-6rr srfrqr

44. +crrd3q-{rsd {rffir$qFeorofi *qr*qren a k*q i*ffqprqri? .

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)
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l. Answer all questions, each in a word or a sentence.

1. What is entropy?

2. Name two non-verbal cues.

3. Which is the standard form of English used in BBC?

4. What are Consonants?

5. ldentify the sounds underlined in the following words :

(a) k4s (b) Think

6. Mark stress in the following Words :

(a) kindness (b) pity

7. What is CV?

8. What is a blog?

9. What do you mean by gestures?

10. What is netiquette?

(10 x .t = 10 Marks)

P.T.O.



ll. Answer any eight, each in a short paragraph not exceeding 50 words.
'l '1. Distinguish between verbal and non-verbal communication.

12. Explain entropy, redundancy and noise.

13. Why is listening considered to be a conscious activity?

14. What is intonation? Explain different intonation patterns with examples.

15. What are the four main types of writing?

16. How is a formal letter different from an informal letter?

17. What are the differenl segments you should bear in mind while writing reports?

'18. Differentiate between intensive and extensive reading.

19. Mention some barriers to effective reading.

20. Give a brief description of the format of writing minutes.

21. How can you successfully introduce yourself at a job interview'?

22. What is the role of eye contact in communication?

23. Explain slrong form and weak form of words with examples.

24. Differentiate between pitch and intonation.

25. Write a paragraph on different forms of editing.

26. Mention some means to improve effectiveness in academic writing.

(8x2=16Marks)
lll. Answer any six, each in a paragraph not exceeding 100 words.

27. Complete the conversation given below:

Ra.iu : Excuse me sir, when is the next train to New Delhi today?

Station Master :

Raju : 

-

Station Master: Yes; there is a train at five o'clock in the morning tomorrow.

Raju :That's great,

Station Master : Yes, you can do the booking right away.

Raju :

Station Master : Of course, we offer accommodation.

Raju : 

-
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Station Master: The rent varies according to the facilities offered. What kind of
room do you need?

Raju :

Station

How can I go to the dormitory?

Master :

Raju :

28. You are asked to anchor the Merit Day celebrations of your college. Prepare a
scripl for the same.

29. Prepare a speech on Post-covid situation in the field of education.

30. You are the fine-arts secretary of your college. You would like to bring a celebrity
artist for the Arts Festival as chief guest and you are talking to him/her over
lelephonb. Prepare at least ten exchanges between you and the artisl.

31. Write a blog on the traffic problems in your district.

32. You are interesled to begin a startup company. Write an email to Kerala Startup
Mission enquiring about the financial assistance you could avail for this business
enterprise.

33. Write a script for a podcast on the analysis of a movie you have watched
recently.

34. Edit the passage given below :

ln developing countries, child marriage still exist and is responsibility for ruining
many lives. Similarly, dowry is a very serious and common social issue that
almost all classes of people partake in. Another prominent social issues is
gender inequality which take away many opportunity from deserving people.
Domestic violence especially against women are a serious social issue we must
all fight against.

35. Prepare minutes of a meeting conducted by the Nature CIub of your college in
relation to the World Environmental Day. lmagine you are the coordinator of this
Club.

36. Write a report on a proposal for organizing a theatre workshop.

37. Write a letter to your uncle giving him a description of your class project.

38. Prepare notes for the following passage :

Body speaks more eloquently than words. People comprehend through
observing the speaker rather than merely listening to the words spoken loudly.
Soft skills are about working on your personality, your behaviour patterns, your
communication skills and inter-personal skills. You may not be getting grades for
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tv.

your soft skills as against your hard skills which involve direct evaluation
methods. Soft skills become more crucial because it involve your emotional and
social intelligence as well.

Soft skills are developed over a period of time, through life situations and social
interactions. Nature and nurture play equally important roles in this context. As
an adult, one can improve one's life skills by becoming aware of one's self and
working towards correcting them. Soft skills can be developed through constant
practice and repeated patterns of behavior will get ingrained into a person's
character.

(6x4=24Marks)

Answer any two each in about three hundred words :

Write a paragraph on any two of the following :

(a) College life

(b) lndia as a nation

(c) Online education

Employability Centre in your district is making a massive appointment drive. You
make an enquiry with the employment officer about the kind of vacancies
available according to your qualification and experience. Write the conversation.

Write a speech on the topic "Eco{ourism."

You would like to apply for the post of marketing executive in a top rated
company. Prepare a cover letter and CV to apply for the same.

You are interviewing a famous sports person for the weekend edition of a news
paper. Write the possible conversation.

You have been asked to write a report of the cultural fest held in your hometown
recently for a leading daily. Write out the report, along with a suitable title.

(2 x 15 = 30 Marks)

40.

41.

42.

43.

44
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